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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

USL Urban Systems Ltd.
ADD Yearly Average Day Demand
MDD Maximum Day Demand

PVC Polyvinyl Chloride
PSI Pound per square inch

DR Dimension Ratio
AWWA American Waterworks Association
HDPE High Density Polyethylene

L/s Liter per second
m/s Meter per second
TDH Total Dynamic Head

HP
VFD

IH
WMP

Horse Power
Variable Frequency Drive

Interior Health
Water Master Plan
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The District’s 2007 Water Master Plan recommended the construction of significant reservoir storage,
7,500 cubic meters, in the Upper Princeton area in 2011. Urban Systems Ltd. (USL) assisted the District in
reviewing potential construction phasing options for the 7,500 m3 reservoir, and various financing

strategies  for  discussion with Council.  District  Council  decided to undertake the pre-design of  a  2,500m3

reservoir and to submit an application to the Gas Tax General Strategic Priorities Fund grant program for

two-thirds senior government funding.

This report outlines the preliminary design of a 2,500 m3 cast-in-place concrete reservoir, pump station

(with a capacity of up to 550L/s) and associated connections to the Peachland Creek chlorination chamber
and gravity supply main. Future project phases are to include two additional reservoir cells and a water

filtration plant.

Two options were examined for the pump station. Option 1 consists of a structure that would be built on

top of the existing chlorine contact chamber, as depicted in Figure 3-1. Option 2 is based on a separate
pump station being constructed as shown in Figure 3-2.  District staff reviewed the advantages and
disadvantages of each option and, after careful consideration, selected the separate pump station as the

preferred means of conveying flows to the reservoir and future filtration plant.

A transient analysis of the pump station identified the need to include two strategically placed 50mm air
release/vacuum valves on the discharge line to avoid negative pressures which can lead to pipe failures
and  water  quality  deterioration.  Once  this  project  advances  to  detailed  design,  the  transient  analysis

should be reviewed and updated based on the final site configuration and pump selection.

A water quality review of the reservoir identified the need for baffling to ensure adequate chlorine contact

time is achieved for a 3 log reduction of Giardia as required by the Interior Health. USL recommends
having online monitoring, on reservoir outflow, of: Chlorine residual, Temperature, pH, and Turbidity.

Interior Testing Services Ltd. (ITSL) completed a geotechnical investigation that included drilling six auger
holes that ranged in depth from 1.8m to 6.1m due to reaching refusal or shearing the auger. Due to this

significant range, we strongly recommend that a more detailed investigation be conducted once the
District commences with the detailed design of the reservoir and pump station to minimize the potential for

rock excavation.

The total estimated cost of the reservoir and pump station is $3,143,000.00.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Project Background

The 2007 Water Master Plan (WMP) included a review of the District of Peachland’s (the District) reservoir

storage capacity with respect to daily domestic demand, fire storage, and emergency storage. The review
confirmed a number of deficiencies with respect to reservoir storage, specifically on the Peachland (Deep)

Creek System which services the neighborhoods of Upper Princeton, Lower Princeton, and the Downtown.
The Plan recommended the construction of significant reservoir storage, 7,500 cubic metres (m3) or
approximately 2 million US Gallons, in the Upper Princeton area in 2011. This storage would alleviate

existing deficiencies and would also allow for development build-out (especially multi-family and
commercial) to occur in these areas, consistent with the Official Community Plan.

Increased treated water storage was identified in the District’s 2008 Development Cost Charge (DCC)
program for  construction  in  2011,  at  a  project  cost  estimate  of  $5,062,500  (7,500  m3 reservoir storage

only,  no  associated  pipes  or  pumps).  Funding  was  apportioned  as  follows  –  $1,687,500  to  Water
Transmission DCCs, $2,250,000 to Senior Government Grants, and the remaining $1,125,000 to the Water
Utility. Given the recent slowdown in the economy and development activity, there are reduced funds in

the District’s DCC program to construct this reservoir. However, the reservoir is needed to service many of
the proposed larger developments in the area for fire protection.

Urban Systems Ltd. (USL) assisted the District in reviewing potential construction phasing options for the
7,500 m3 reservoir, and various financing strategies for discussion with Council. District Council ultimately

decided to undertake the pre-design of a 2,500m3 reservoir and to submit an application to the Gas Tax
General Strategic Priorities Fund grant program for two-thirds senior government funding. The 2,500m3

reservoir provides benefits to both new and existing development and provides reasonable construction

phasing (i.e., one-third of the ultimate 7,500m3 volume). Although this may potentially delay construction
of the reservoir until 2012, it is expected that most development projects will take 12-18 months to get to

market.
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1.2 Project Scope

This  report  outlines  the  preliminary  design  of  a  2,500  m3 cast-in-place concrete reservoir, pump station
(with a capacity of up to 550L/s) and associated connections to the Peachland Creek chlorination chamber
and gravity supply main. This report should be read in conjunction with the “Water Treatment Plant and

Reservoir Siting Options” report prepared by USL in April, 2010. The project needs to recognize future
phases that are to include two additional reservoir cells and a water filtration plant.

Presently, water supplied from Peachland Creek flows through two siltation ponds, is chlorinated (with
chlorine  in  gas  form),  passes  through  a  buried  concrete  contact  chamber,  and  then  flows  by  gravity  to

users.  Initially,  the  pump  station  will  draw  water  from  the  existing  chlorination  chamber  and  fill  the
reservoir directly. In the future, the water filtration plant will receive water from the pump station.

The subsequent sections of this report summarize the results of our analyses and preliminary design.
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2.0 DESIGN CRITERIA

2.1 System Demands

System  demands  will  have  a  significant  range  as  shown  in  Table  2-1.  There  are  two  main  factors

attributing to this as identified in the WMP:
1. Allowance for growth, and

2. Plans to expand the Peachland Creek System and subsequently decommission other sources
(ground water wells and Trepanier Creek) and maintain Okanagan Lake as backup supply only.

Table 2-1 – System Demands

Average Day Demand
(L/s)

Maximum Day
Demand (L/s)

Initial 36 159

Future (20 years) 114 500

2.2 Hydraulic Analysis

We have based our preliminary design on applicable sections of the following:

District of Peachland Subdivision and Development Servicing Bylaw (No.1956)
AWWA
Hydraulic Institute Standards

Our key assumptions for analyses include:

Design Flow Range as per Table 2-1;

Hazen-Williams coefficient of 120; and,
Allowances for future Water Filtration Plant:

o Minimum required inlet pressure = 20psi,
o 10% allowance for flow losses (only required if membrane filtration is selected

which has a continual waste stream while in operation, i.e., reject water).
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3.0 SYSTEM COMPONENTS – SIZING AND DESIGN

This section identifies the major system components and their design parameters. We present two options
for the pump station. Option 1 consists of a structure that would be built on top of the existing chlorine
contact  chamber,  as  depicted  in  Figure  3-1.  Option  2  is  based  on  a  separate  pump  station  being

constructed as shown in Figure 3-2. The differences between these options are identified and reviewed in
this section.

3.1 Site Plan

Pump Station
The two optional pump stations have somewhat different site arrangements. In terms of the site plan, the

main difference between the two options is that a suction line would be required for the separate station.

Reservoir and Future WTP
Figure 3-3 shows the proposed reservoir layout along with the conceptual layout for the future water
filtration plant and reservoir cells.

3.2 Reservoir

Sizing
This reservoir cell will be the first of three planned cells to achieve the storage requirement of 7,500 cubic
meters as identified in the WMP. At 2,500 cubic meters, the initial cell will provide significantly less than

the overall requirement and emergency backup power will be required for the pump station. See section
3.3.1.8 for information on the proposed emergency standby generator. The District should review ultimate
storage requirements before constructing future cells.

Structure
The reservoir will be a cast-in-place concrete structure. Cast-in-place concrete construction can adapt to
most  site  constraints  and this  style  of  reservoir  can be designed with a  common wall  system for  two or
more cells, thereby increasing the flexibility for phasing and future expansion of the storage.  We have

proposed that the structure be 12m wide x 36m long x 6m deep. CWMM Consulting Engineers Ltd.
reviewed these dimensions and advised that the shape is efficient and near optimum from a structural

standpoint. See Appendix A.

Chlorine Contact Time
Chlorine contact time is discussed in detail in Section 5. In order to achieve required contact times for a 3
log reduction of Giardia by free chlorine, the proposed reservoir cell will require baffling to prevent short
circuiting. Contact time requirements will be reduced when the future treatment plant is constructed.

Filtration results in Protoza disinfection credits. See Figure 3-3 for the proposed baffling arrangement.
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As  discussed  in  Section  5,  Option  2  is  more  advantageous  than  Option  1  from  a  chlorine  contact  time
perspective because it is able to better utilize the existing contact chamber by drawing water more evenly

from each side of the tank.

Inlet and Outlet Piping
The  reservoir  will  be  filled  with  a  600mm PVC  pipe.  The  reservoir  outlet  will  be  a  750mm PVC  pipe  to
minimize headloss.

Overflow and Drain
The reservoir will be equipped with a 450mm PVC overflow and drain pipe. We propose using a common

pipe for the overflow and drain line. The drain pipe would be equipped with a normally closed valve and tie
into the overflow pipe outside of the reservoir. The overflow will drain to the siltation pond closest to the

chlorine contact chamber. We propose connecting the overflow/drain line to the unused 600mm HDPE
pipe as shown in Figures 3-1 and 3-2. We understand that this pipe was previously used to convey flows
from a spring that has ceased flowing.

Emergency overflow water will need to be dechlorinated prior to being released into the siltation pond.
This can be achieved with the provision of sodium thiosulphate in a manhole on the overflow pipe.  The
granular chemical dissolves as water flows through and oxidizes any residual chlorine.

Future Cells and Operations
As  detailed  in  Figures  3-1  and  3-2,  the  valving  required  for  the  connection  of  the  future  WTP  and
additional reservoir cells will be included as optional work in the initial phase. If the District has sufficient
budget, we would recommend including the optional valving as this will minimize service interruptions from
future expansions. Once two or more reservoir cells have been constructed, the District will have the ability
to take individual cells offline for maintenance.
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3.3 Pump Station

Pump Selection

3.3.1.1 Pump Style
We  have  presented  the  District  with  two  options  of  pump  style.  Option  1,  as  detailed  in  Figure  3-1,  is
based on using vertical turbine pumps. The second option, as shown in Figure 3-2, is based on using

horizontal  split  case pumps.  Both styles  of  pumps require  low maintenance and are commonly  used for
municipal applications.

3.3.1.2 Design Range
As outlined in Section 3, the design flow range for the pump station ranges from 36 L/s initially to 500L/s

under full  build out. In addition to these system demands, we have made allowances for losses through
the future water filtration plant. This will provide the District with flexibility for selecting a preferred
treatment process.

3.3.1.3 Recommendations for Meeting Full Design Range
The full demand range can be met by using two 150HP horizontal split case or two 150HP vertical turbine

pumps. We have shown an optional third 150HP pump for redundancy with both options (see Figures 3-1
and 3-2). The District may choose to initially only install two pumps and wait until system demands

increase before installing the third pump. All pumps would be equipped with variable frequency drives
(VFDs) which will allow the pumps to speed up or slow down and match their output to demands. Figures
3-4 and 3-5 show the system curves for Option 1 and Option 2, respectively. Table 3-1 details the

expected power consumption at various demands.

Table 3-1 – Estimated Pump Power Consumption

Demand

(L/S)

Number of Pumps
to Meet Demand

Total Power
Consumption at

Demand (HP)
Initial

Average Day 36 1 16

Maximum Day 159 1 41

Maximum Day + Fire Flow 309 2 80

Future
Average Day 114 1 68

Maximum Day + Losses

Through Filtration Plant

550 2 287
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Notes:
Differences in power consumption between option 1 and 2 is negligible.

Initial

o A fire flow of 150L/s was used to estimate power consumption for the maximum
day + fire flow scenario.

Future

o Losses thru the filtration plant  account  for  10% of  the maximum design flow of
500L/s as per Section 2.

o A fire flow scenario was not considered for future conditions as this would exceed
the capacity of the pump station. The District will require adequate storage for fire
flows under future conditions.

3.3.1.4 Pump Style Comparison
Table 3-2 provides a comparison of the two optional pump styles. The District should consider these items
when selecting the preferred pump style. We have considered the vertical turbine pump as the base
scenario for the comparison.

Table 3-2 – Pump Style Comparison
Option 1

 Vertical Turbine Pump
Option 2

Horizontal Split Case Pump
Floor Space Requirements Base Case Worse than Base Case (More

Space Required)

Ability to Draw Down Existing

Chlorine Contact Chamber

Base Case Better than Base Case (Has

Lower NPSH Requirements)

Inspection and Repair Base Case Better than Base Case (More

Accessible)

Capital Cost Base Case Better than Base Case (Has

Lower Capital Cost)

Power Consumption Base Case Equal to Base Case

Control Philosophy
The control philosophy for this pump station will be relatively simple; pump control would be based on the

reservoir  level.  Pumps  will  speed  up  or  slow  down  and/or  turn  on  and  off  as  required  to  maintain  a
specified level in the reservoir. This would be the primary control for the station but a number of additional

considerations will  be incorporated into the control  logic  to  ensure the station functions safely  under  all
anticipated scenarios. A few of these considerations include:

Pump’s maximum turndown (i.e., the slowest speed that the manufacturer advises not to
go below);

Low pump inlet pressure; and,
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High pump temperature.

When  the  water  filtration  plant  is  constructed,  the  control  logic  will  need  to  be  updated.  In  this  case,
pumps will continue to utilize variable frequency drives but adjust speed based on flow or the plant’s inlet

pressure rather than the reservoir level.

Figure 3- 4: Option 1 System Curve

Figure 3- 5: Option 2 System Curve
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Structural
3.3.1.5 Option 1
CWMM Consulting Engineers Ltd. has advised us that it will  be feasible to construct the pump station on

top of the existing chlorine contact chamber and the chamber will not likely require any structural
modifications. See Appendix A.

3.3.1.6 Option 2
There are no notable structural impediments for the separate pump station.

Electrical and HVAC
The electrical, instrumentation, lighting, and HVAC design will accomplish energy efficient smooth transfer
of water from the existing chlorine contact chamber to the reservoir.  “Energy Star”, “Power Smart”, and
Part 10 ASHRE guidelines will be followed where applicable.

Principal components of the electrical and HVAC design include the Motor Control Center (MCC),
emergency standby power, HVAC, lighting and building security, instrumentation, and PLC control. A single
line diagram for the pump station has been included in Appendix B.

3.3.1.7 Motor Control Center
A 600A main service from BC Hydro will provide power to the station.  A keypad programmable automatic
transfer switch (ATS) monitors utility power and will start the backup generator, transferring power when
the generator is up and running.  The power is automatically retransferred on resumption of utility power.

The transfer switch is provided with a 4-position test switch to allow the routine testing of the generator
with or without retransfer of power.

The  MCC  will  be  provided  with  a  power  quality  monitor  to  display  voltage,  current,  kW,  kVAR,  and

harmonic distortion.  This meter provides phase loss information to the PLC.

160kA per phase mains surge protection with additional surge protection of the distribution panelboard is

provided.

Solid-state “soft starters” control the 150HP pumps.  These starters are keypad programmable to provide
“True-Torque” acceleration and deceleration ramps to mitigate hydraulic water hammer.  These starters

are equipped with bypass contactors to reduce energy loss and power factor correction capacitors to meet
B. C. Hydro power factor requirements.

3.3.1.8 Emergency Standby Power
A 300kW diesel  generator  sized to  operate two pumps will  provide backup power in  the event  of  utility

power failure.  The generator will be mounted inside a “Crystal Quiet” sound deadening enclosure with a
critical grade exhaust silencer.  The double wall fuel tank will be monitored for leakage.
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3.3.1.9 Instrumentation and Control
The PLC Panel will include an operator interface to allow process monitoring and setpoint entry.  The PLC
will be Ethernet linked to the existing PLC Panel to receive reservoir level signals for pump control and to
transmit data for the SCADA system.  The PLC will be on UPS power.  Instrumentation in the station will

monitor station flow, pressure and ambient temperature.

3.3.1.10 Lighting
Interior lighting is fluorescent, 32 watt, with energy saving electronic ballasts.  Exterior lighting photocell
controlled HPS, full cutoff fixture to mitigate ambient light pollution.  Battery powered emergency lighting

is included for safety.

3.3.1.11 HVAC
Cooling is by outside air with a PLC controlled variable speed energy efficient fan. Trim electric heat will be
installed to hold space 5oC above freezing.

Automatic dampers will be thermally insulated with double blade seals to reduce heat transfer and air
exchange when closed.  Dampers will be sized to reduce pressure loss.

3.3.1.12 Security
The PLC receives signals from the security system for keypad entry door monitoring and smoke alarm with

SCADA monitoring. Optional motion sensing and video monitoring can be provided at the District’s request.

3.3.1.13 Water Quality Monitoring
Instrumentation will include provisions for water quality monitoring to help ensure that the District is
supplying safe drinking water. We recommend having online monitoring, on reservoir outflow, of: Chlorine
residual (as later recommended in section 5), Temperature, pH, and Turbidity.

Preferred Pump Station Option
District staff reviewed the advantages and disadvantages of each option and, after careful consideration,
selected the separate pump station as the preferred means of conveying flows to the reservoir and

future filtration plant.
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4.0 TRANSIENT ANALYSIS

We  completed  a  transient  analysis  of  the  proposed  works  in  order  to  understand  how  the  system  will
perform under non-steady state conditions.  These conditions are created when changes occur to the flow
in the system. These changes can be caused by:

filling of the line;

a pump starting or stopping (under normal operations and power failures); or,

a valve closing suddenly.

We completed the analyses using the Water Hammer V8 software package and examined the following:

Scenario 1: Power failure without surge protection measures.

Scenario 2: Power failure – Station equipped with Two Vacuum Breakers.

Scenario 3: Power failure – Station equipped with Hydro-pneumatic Tank.

The  purpose  of  Scenario  1  was  to  identify  how  vulnerable  the  system  is  without  any  surge  protection
measures in place.  Analyses of Scenarios 2 and 3 were completed to determine if the various surge
protection measures will be effective in protecting the system from water hammer conditions.

The complete analysis has been included in Appendix C.

4.1 Model Parameters

The water hammer model we developed applied the following assumptions:

Pipe material = PVC.

Pipeline friction value (C) = 130.

Initial pipeline wave speed = 450 m/s.
Pump moment of inertia = 15 N.m2.

Number of pumps operating = 2.
Pump output = 297L/s @ 22.6m.

Liquid level in chlorine chamber = 579.88m.

Liquid level in reservoir = 595.7m.

4.2 Model Results
Scenario 1- Power Failure without Surge Protection Measures
Figure 1, contained in Appendix C, illustrates the pressure envelope following a power failure compared
against the associated ground line elevations along the pipeline from the pump station to the reservoir.
The majority of the line is subjected to negative pressures ranging from -2 to -8 psi. Positive pressures

vary from 11 to 45psi.
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Discussions on Scenario 1
The transient analysis indicates that surge protection measures are necessary to avoid negative pressures
within the system.  A number of options are available to reduce the duration, frequency, and potential
impacts of these negative pressure conditions. They include:

Hydropneumatic tanks (air vessels);
Flywheels; and,

Combination of air release and vacuum valves (vacuum breakers).

As the District’s pumps will be equipped with VFDs, the installation of flywheels is not practical. We have
therefore evaluated the feasibility of using hydro-pneumatic tanks or air release/vacuum valves.

Scenario 2- Station Equipped with Vacuum Breakers
We have determined that installing two 50mm air release/vacuum valves on the reservoir fill line will be
sufficient to ensure that the pipeline is not subjected to negative pressures. Figures 3-1 and 3-2 indicate
the location of  these valves.  These valves would be installed in  manholes  equipped with vents  and cost

approximately $9,000 each (including complete supply and installation).

Scenario 3 – Station Equipped with Hydropneumatic Tanks
A 2,500 liter hydro-pneumatic tank will be required in order to prevent negative pressure after a power
failure. This was determined by National Process Equipment (a pump supplier USL has been working with)

and verified by USL. The transient analysis conducted by National Process Equipment has been included in
Appendix D. If the District wanted to use a hydro-pneumatic tank system, we’d recommend installing two
2,500 liter tanks for redundancy. The estimated cost for this option is $175,000 (including complete supply

and installation).

4.3 Surge Protection Recommendations
The results of the transient analyses indicate that the simulated transient conditions under power failure
create sub atmospheric pressures along the pipeline from the pump station to reservoir.  These negative

pressures, if not properly managed, may lead to undesirable impacts on the system, such as pipe failure
and water quality deterioration.  While it is possible to address the negative pressure by installing hydro-
pneumatic tanks, we believe this option is cost prohibitive. We therefore recommend from an operation,
practicality,  and  cost  standpoint,  that  two  50mm air  release/vacuum valves  be  installed to mitigate the
negative effects of transient conditions. In addition, we recommend check valve slam be reduced by
employing dampeners to eliminate rapid pressure increase in the system.

Once this project advances to detailed design, the transient analysis should be reviewed and updated
based on the final site configuration and pump selection.
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5.0 WATER QUALITY

The objective of our water quality review was to ensure that the District is able to provide sufficient
chlorine contact time and to verify the need for baffling in the reservoir. The table below provides baffling
factors (T10/T Ratio) for various flow conditions. Contact time increases as the baffling factor increases.

Where we have indicated baffling, we used a factor of 0.7 when calculating contact time. We have
evaluated number scenarios that include operations with the proposed reservoir cell, future water filtration

plant, and future reservoir cells. All scenarios are based on the District achieving a 3 log reduction of
Giardia as required by the Interior Health (IH). The following section summarizes our findings.

5.1 Proposed Reservoir Cell
We have evaluated the contact time requirements for winter and summer conditions. Winter conditions are

based on average day demand (ADD) plus fire flow; summer conditions are based on max day demand
(MDD) plus fire flow. We have used 74 and 197 L/s for ADD and MMD, respectively. These values include
a modest allowance for growth (from the values indicated in Table 2-1) to provide the District with some

flexibility.  We  have  allowed  for  a  fire  flow  of  150  L/s.  Based  on  this,  the  winter  conditions  will  govern
contact time requirements. In order to provide sufficient contact time, the proposed reservoir cell will
requiring baffling and the District must maintain a chlorine residual ranging from 1.8 to 2.2mg/L at the first

user depending on the pump station option selected. See Table 5-2.

5.2 Future Considerations
WTP
With the construction of the future water filtration plant, the District will receive a Protoza (includes

Cryptosporidium and Giardia) disinfection credit for filtration. We would expect this credit to equate to at
least a 2.5 log removal. As a result, contact time requirements will decrease significantly in the future (i.e.,
will  be  50  mg*min/L  or  less).  Based  on  this,  the  two  future  reservoir  cells  will  not  require  baffling.
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However, USL recommends that the District review mixing in these cells and have the inlet/outlet piping
designed accordingly to avoid creating “dead spots” where water can become stagnant, age excessively

and lead to sub-optimal quality. This assumes that the WTP will be constructed at the same time or prior
to the construction of additional reservoir cells. If future reservoir cells are added before the WTP, baffling
will be required in order to achieve sufficient contact time with higher system demands.

5.3 Chlorination Recommendations
We recommend that baffling be installed within the first reservoir cell. This will ensure that the District is
able to provide sufficient chlorine contact time. Baffling requirements for future cells will depend on the
construction timing of the WTP.  Table 5-1 summarizes the assumptions used to estimate chlorine contact

time requirements. Table 5-2 provides a comparison between pump station Options 1 and 2. For Option 1,
the District will have to maintain a higher chlorine residual under some of the scenarios to ensure

disinfection meets  IH requirements.  This  occurs  as  pumps can draw the full  demand flow from a single
side of the existing contact chamber which will decrease contact time. See Figure 3-1.

Table 5-1 – Assumptions for Estimating Chlorine Contact Time Requirements

Scenario

Min temp
(deg C.)

Max
pH

Flow Log
Reduction
of Giardia
Req'd with

Chlorine

Min Storage Volume

L/s
Existing

Cl2
chamber Reservoir

1. Existing ADD + fire
flow (winter) 0.5 8 224 3 1473 1875
2. Existing MDD + fire
flow (summer) 9 7.5 347 3 1473 1875
3. Future - Max
Capacity of PS
(includes WTP) 0.5 8 550 0.5 1473 5625
4. Future - MDD + fire
(includes WTP) 9 7.5 700 0.5 1473 5625
5. Future - Added
Reservoirs Cell w/o
WTP 0.5 8 550 3 1473 5625

Notes:

Minimum storage volume for existing chlorine contact chamber determined from low water
level on record drawings issued in 1995.

Minimum storage volume for proposed reservoir based on being 75% full.
Temperature and pH levels from 2010 data recorded at chlorine contact chamber.

Flows include an allowance for fire flows up to 150L/s.
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Table 5-2 –Chlorine Contact Time Requirements for Option 1 and Option 2

OPTION 1 OPTION 2

Scenario

Min
chlorine
residual

Req'd
(mg/L)

CT
Req'd

CT
Achieved

Min
chlorine
residual

Req'd
(mg/L)

CT
Req'd

CT
Achieved

1. Existing ADD + fire
flow (winter) 2.2 353 376 1.8 338 349

2. Existing MDD + fire
flow (summer) 1.4 150 154 1.2 146 150

3. Future - Max
Capacity of PS
(includes WTP) 0.6 48 62 0.6 48 67

4. Future - MDD + fire
(includes WTP) 0.6 23 49 0.6 23 53

5. Future - Added
Reservoirs Cells w/o
WTP 2.6 368 388 2.4 361 380

In order to ensure that adequate chlorine residual is maintained at the first user, we recommend that an
online chlorine analyzer be installed on the reservoir outlet. Data from this analyzer can then be used to
adjust  chlorine dosage rates  at  the existing facility. Further, the capacity of the existing chlorine facility
should be reviewed during detailed design.
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6.0 GEOTECHNICAL ASSESSMENTS

Interior Testing Services Ltd. (ITSL) conducted a geotechnical investigation of the proposed reservoir site.
See Appendix E for a copy of their report. Below is a summary of their investigation:

6 auger holes drilled with truck mounted unit.

Groundwater was not encountered in any of the holes.
Up to 1.6m of surface fill will have to be removed from the reservoir area and relocated on

site.
Reservoir foundation may be placed directly on natural sand and gravel soils.

Reservoir will require a perimeter drain.

In the reservoir area (and future water filtration plant area) the boreholes ranged in depth from 1.8m to
6.1m due to reaching refusal or shearing the auger. Due to the significant borehole range, we recommend
that a more detailed investigation be conducted once the District commences with the detailed design of
the reservoir and pump station. This will help ensure that the reservoir elevation is set to minimize the
potential  for  rock  excavation.  For  the  purposes  of  this  report,  we  have  set  the  top  elevation  of  the

reservoir at 595.7m.

ITSL has also completed a soils corrosivity assessment (included in Appendix E). They concluded that

buried metallic structures will not require supplemental cathodic protection.
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7.0 COST ESTIMATES

We developed a preliminary design cost estimate for the pump station and reservoir. The cost estimate is
based on the preferred Option 2 as identified in section 3.

Table 7-1 – Reservoir and Pump Station Cost Estimate

Subtotal $ 2,490,533.60

Contingency and Engineering Allowance $   652,000.00

Total Estimated Cost $ 3,143,000.00

See Appendix E for detailed breakdown.
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8.0 CONCLUSION

This preliminary design report specifically addresses all key project components and establishes a number
of design criteria, assumptions and decisions that will serve as guidelines for completing the detailed
design.
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CWMM CONSULTING ENGINEERS LTD.

CWMM Consulting Engineers Ltd.
200-1854 Kirschner Road, Kelowna, B.C., Canada   V1Y 4N6
Tel:  (250) 868-2308
Fax: (250) 868-2374
Email: kelowna@cwmm.ca

July 13, 2011 K3779

Urban Systems Ltd.
304-1353 Ellis Street
Kelowna, B.C.,
V1Y 1Z9

Attention: Jeremy Clowes, EIT

Dear Sirs:

Re: Peachland Reservoir and Pump Station, Peachland, B.C.
Structural Engineering Services, Phase 1

Introduction and Scope

CWMM Consulting Engineers Ltd. have been retained to provide structural engineering services
with respect to the construction of a new reservoir and pump station for the District of
Peachland.  The project is divided into Phases 1 and 2, whereby Phase 1 considers the
feasibility along with preliminary design input for the project, while Phase 2 represents the actual
project delivery, including detailed design through construction services.  This report
summarizes our results for Phase 1, including the following tasks:

1) Review of the feasibility of constructing the new pump station over the existing
chlorination chamber, and preparation of brief summary report and,

2) Provide preliminary design input with regards to a new 2,500 cu.m. concrete reservoir.

New Pump Station

All Information regarding the existing chlorination chamber has been obtained from structural
drawings of Peachland Water System #3 Upgrade by MSS Engineering Ltd. dated 1994, in
conjunction with the current civil drawing of Option 1 Site Plan and Pump Station by Urban
Systems Ltd.  In our evaluation, certain necessary geotechnical parameters such as unit weight,
lateral pressure and modulus of subgrade of the soil are not provided in above documents.  Also
the wall height and roof type of the new pump station have not yet been confirmed.  Therefore
assumed parameters based on experiences from our past similar projects are used for
preliminary design.  3 m tall masonry walls and timber truss roof are used as the new pump
station.  ACI 350-06, Code Requirements for Environmental Engineering Concrete Structures
and Commentary is used to evaluate the existing pump station, along with the BC Building
Code.

Based on the above assumptions, we conclude that it is feasible to construct a new pump
station over the existing chamber at the location shown on the Urban System drawing.

mailto:kelowna@cwmm.ca
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New Concrete Reservoir

A new concrete reservoir is required that will allow for cost effective construction and low
maintenance, while allowing for the construction of future cells alongside.  The preliminary
drawing for Option 1, prepared by Urban Systems shows a structure approximately 2,500
cu.m. in volume with a series of internal baffle walls.  The indicated size is approximately
36m long by 12m wide by approximately 6m high.and internal baffle walls are spaced at
roughly 6m o.c.

The plan shape of new reservoir is considered efficient and near optimum from a structural
standpoint, given the internal wall spacing and wall height.  The exterior walls would be
approximately 350 thick with a double mat of reinforcing, while internal baffle walls with no
differential fluid pressure could be 200mm thick and a single reinforcing mat in the center.
The base slab could be constructed as constant thickness, 300mm thick, and the top
suspended slab could be in the order of 200mm thick, with top and bottom reinforcement.

Raising the walls would mean a smaller footprint, however the wall thickness and reinforcing
steel would increase and the wall height would become more difficult to form.  Conversely,
lowering the walls would create a larger footprint, with corresponding increase in slab and
base concrete and reinforcing steel.

The new reservoir would utilize 35 MPa concrete containing crystalline admixture for
improved water resistance.  Construction joints would incorporate pvc waterstops, in
conjunction with a sealant filled sealed groove at the surface for watertightness.

We trust that this is satisfactory to you.  Should you have any questions or comments, please do
not hesitate to call.

Yours truly,

CWMM CONSULTING ENGINEERS LTD.

per: Don D. Bergman, M.Eng., P.Eng., Principal
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Suite 200, 10345 – 105 Street, Edmonton, AB  T5J 1E8
Telephone: 7804304041   Fax: 7804353538

www.urbansystems.com
CALGARY | EDMONTON | FORT ST. JOHN | KAMLOOPS | KELOWNA | NELSON | QUESNEL | RICHMOND

MEMORANDUM

date: June 17, 2011
to: Jeremy Clowes, EIT
from: Mohammed Elenany, P.Eng
file #: 0655.0158.02
subject: DISTRICT OF PEACHLAND SURGE ANAYLSIS

The purpose of this memorandum is to address the impact of a pump power failure on the transmission

main  from  the  existing  chlorine  contact  chamber  to  the  existing  reservoir  and  to  determine  the

appropriate surge protection measures.

1.0 ASSUMPTIONS

The following assumptions were used throughout the surge analysis:

• Transmission main length = 240 meters

• Internal diameter = 582 mm

• Transmission pipeline material = PVC

• Wave Speed = 450 m/s

• Hazen Williams coefficient = 130

• Pump numbers = 2 duty pumps

• Flow rate (each) = 297 l/s

• Head = 22.6 meters

• Pump Inertia = 15 N.m2

• Liquid level in the chlorine chamber = 579.88 meters

• Liquid level in the reservoir = 595.7 meters

Three scenarios have been carried out;

• Scenario 1: Power failure without protection measures

• Scenario 2: Power failure with using two Vacuum Breakers,

• Scenario 3 Power failure with using a Hydropneumatic tank

http://www.urban-systems.com


www.urbansystems.com
CALGARY | EDMONTON | FORT ST. JOHN | KAMLOOPS | KELOWNA | NELSON | QUESNEL | RICHMOND

MEMORANDUM
0655.0158.02
June 17, 2011
Page 2 of 2

2.0 ANALYSIS RESULTS

Pump power failure would result in negative pressure along the transmission pipeline varies from 2.0 psi

to  8.0 psi and positive pressure varies  from 11.0 psi  to 45.0 psi as shown  in  the attached  figures.  In

order  to  avoid  the  negative  pressures  periods,  different  surge  protection  measures  could  be  used  as

follows;

1. Two 50 mm  (2”) Vacuum Breakers  installed  at  locations of  95 and 175 meters  from chlorine

contact chamber or

2. A 2500 litters Hydropneumatic tank installed directly downstream of the pumps.

The following figures show the pressure envelop and history for power failure, power failure with Vacuum

Breaker, and power failure with Hydropneumatic tank scenarios respectively.

http://www.urban-systems.com
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INTRODUCTION: 
 
 

A surge analysis was conducted for the District of Peachland pump station and 600mm 
PVC Transmission pipeline. The scope of the analysis was to determine the effects of a power 
failure resulting in a pump trip at maximum flow (595 lps) and determine the required type of 
surge protection to keep the pressures in the system within a safe range. 

 
The analysis revealed that, following a pump trip, there will be a rapid change in the flow 

velocity downstream of the booster station. This rapid velocity change will result in a sudden 
pressure drop that will spread throughout the entire system as a pressure wave reaching velocities 
up to 450 meters/sec. The pressure waves will be reflected at dead ends, reservoirs, valves, tees 
and will result in water hammer. 

 
In addition, the hydraulic model revealed that almost the entire length of the pipeline will 

be subject to vacuum pressures as low as -70 kPa. Having a vacuum condition inside the pipe 
creates a strong risk of damaging and possibly collapsing the pipe. 

 
 
The following methods can be used to reduce water hammer: 
 
1. Increase the rotating inertia of the pump/motor. This may be accomplished by adding 

a flywheel to the pump. Using this method will notably increase the required power 
consumption of the pumps, especially when VFDs are employed. Also, it is generally 
not possible to install flywheels on submersible pumps. 

 
2. Install vacuum breakers. Vacuum breaker valves will let air enter the pipeline 

whenever internal pressure falls below atmospheric pressure. Vacuum breakers are 
only local solutions. Depending on the pipeline geometry, this type of device may be 
required as little as every 500 ft. Vacuum breakers are mechanical devices that need a 
certain reaction time to relieve the low pressure inside the pipeline and for this reason 
are not recommended for prevention of negative surge pressures. They may be useful 
in protecting the line from collapsing if applied properly. 

 
3. Install pressure relief/surge anticipator valve. These devices open to allow high 

pressures to be released. Surge anticipator valves are set to close in a predetermined 
time after the returning high pressure wave is relieved. While these valves are 
effective to counter high pressures, they can not do anything against low pressure 
problems, and in some cases, can intensify the low pressure problem by draining 
even more water out of the system (resulting in pressure dropping even lower). The 
hydraulic study revealed that pipeline internal pressures will drop below atmosphere 
(vacuum), therefore, the use of a surge anticipator is not an option.  

 
4. Install a pressurized surge tank. As soon as a pump stops running, a pressurized surge 

tank provides water to the pipeline and slowly decreases the flow velocity inside the 
pipeline thus avoiding a rapid velocity change. Controlling the change in flow rate 
will help control the low pressure problem. As the flow reverses, the air inside the 
tank will compress and cushion the water column coming back toward the pumping 
station. Two types of pressurized surge tanks exist: compressor tanks, and bladder 
tanks. Bladder tanks have a rubber bladder that separates the liquid from the air 
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which eliminates the pressurized air dissolution in the liquid, thus eliminating the 
need for an air compressor. 

 
To reduce the effects of water hammer and keep pressures within a safe range for the 

pipeline, Charlatte recommends installing: 
 
- A minimum 2,500 liters bladder surge tank with a minimum 300mm outlet on the 

discharge side of the pump station. 
 
 
 
MODELING SOFTWARE INFORMATION: 

 
A hydraulic model was created using KYPIPE Pipe2010. The software uses the Wave 

Characteristic Method and the Hazen Williams equation to compute transient pressures resulting 
from change in flow velocities within piping networks. Engineers at the University of Kentucky 
and their associates have been developing and supporting the pipe network modeling technology 
for over 30 years. A number of technical achievements and teaching awards have been presented 
to members of the Pipe2000 development team in recognition of their work, which has set the 
world standard for pipe network technology. 

 
 
 

SYSTEM BACKGROUND: 
 
 
A screenshot of the hydraulic model is shown on Figure 1.  

 
o The 240m long transmission pipeline is made of PVC pipe with the following characteristics: 
 

 ID = 582mm 
 Wave speed = 450 meters/second. 
 Hazen Williams roughness = 130 

 
o Two 410 Split Case AURORA pumps transfer water from the chlorine contact chamber to 

Reservoir Cell #1. The data used for the pumps is: 
 

 Flow Rate = 297 liters per second 
 Head = 22.6m 
 Inertia = 15 N.m² 

 
o The pumps are located approximately 41 meters away from the chlorine contact chamber, at 

an altitude of 578.73m 
 
o Liquid level in the Chlorine Contact Chamber = 579.88ft 
 
o Liquid level in the Reservoir Cell #1 = 595.7ft 
 
o It was assumed that the pumps are equipped with a quick closing check valve to prevent any 

significant backflow through the pumps. 
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Initial conditions were obtained in the form of As-Built pipeline profile, P&IDs, pump 
curves and hydraulic information about the system from the engineer. The analysis and surge 
protection determined by Charlatte in this report is based on the information provided. Should 
any of the characteristics of the system change, Charlatte should be notified to determine if the 
surge protection is still adequate. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

ANALYSIS RESULTS: 
 
 

A power outage resulting in a pump trip was investigated. Figure 1 below represents the 
layout of the Surge 2010 hydraulic model.  
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1 – Surge2010 model of the pump station and transmission pipeline. 
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Figure 2 – Head envelope without surge protection. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 3 – Head envelope with a 2,500 liters bladder surge tank in service. 
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Figure 4 – Pressure trace directly downstream of the pumps with and 

without surge protection. 
 
 

 
Figure 5 – Pressure trace at station 0+175.547 with and without surge 

protection. 
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Figure 6 – Evolution of the gas volume inside the bladder surge tank 

following a pump trip. 
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DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS: 
 
 

The analysis revealed that a pump trip would result in sub-atmospheric pressures 
throughout almost the entire length of the pipeline if no adequate surge protection is provided. 
The duration and magnitude of the sub-atmospheric pressure could be detrimental to the PVC 
pipe and gaskets and should be avoided.  

The lowest pressure anticipated by the hydraulic model is -5.8m at station 0+175.547. 
Charlatte recommends keeping pressures above -1.2m for PVC pipe in order to avoid damaging 
the seals and the pipe. The maximum pressure observed without surge protection is 30.0m, at the 
pump check valve. 

In order to guarantee a safe operation of the system and keep pressures inside the PVC 
transmission main within a safe range, a 2,500 liters bladder surge tank with a 300mm connection 
should be installed directly downstream of the pumps. The surge tank will provide the necessary 
elasticity to keep the pressures above atmospheric 0kPa and protect the pipeline. 

 
 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: 
 
 
The analysis revealed that, following a pump trip at maximum flow, 90% of the length of 

the pipeline will be subject to vacuum pressures as low as -5.8m. Subjecting the pipe to repetitive 
sub-atmospheric pressures presents a strong risk of damaging the pipe seals, and the lifetime of 
the pipe can be severely reduced because of fatigue due to pressure surges. In order to effectively 
protect the pipe against water hammer, increase the lifetime of the system, and keep pressures 
within a safe range, Charlatte recommends installing the following bladder surge tank: 

 
 
Technology: HYDROCHOC bladder surge tank with reinforced butyl rubber 

bladder 
Tank Volume:  2,500 liters 
Tank Orientation: Vertical or horizontal 
Outlet Size:  300mm ANSI Class 150 with a 300mm drilled check valve 
Tank Design Pressure: 4 bar 
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Job No. 0655.0158.02
Prepared by: J.Clowes 19-Sep-11
Checked by: S.Shepherd 21-Sep-11

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY UNIT $/UNIT EXTENDED
1 Reservoir

1.1 C.I.P Concrete Reservoir 2500 cu.m $550 $1,375,000.00
1.2 General Site work 1 ea. $20,000 $20,000.00
1.3 Fence 800 m $60 $48,000.00
1.4 750mm PVC outlet 170 m $550 $93,500.00
1.4 450mm PVC drain and overflow 110 m $350 $38,500.00
1.5 450mm butterfly valve (buried service) 2 ea. $7,000 $14,000.00
1.6 Dechlorination manhole 1 ea. $15,000 $15,000.00
1.7 Access hatches 10 ea. $2,000 $20,000.00
2 Pump Station

2.1 Manhole for flow meter 1 ea. $5,000 $5,000.00
2.2 Suction piping connection to chlorine chamber 2 ea. $19,000 $38,000.00
2.3 600mm PVC suction line 45 m $375 $16,875.00
2.4 600mm PVC discharge line 185 m $375 $69,375.00
2.5 600mm butterfly valve (buried service) 6 ea. $11,000 $66,000.00
2.6 Parking Pad 1 ea. $10,000 $10,000.00
2.7 Building 71 sq.m $1,750 $124,250.00
2.8 150HP Horizontal Split Case Pump (275L/s @ 33 m) 2 ea. $40,485 $80,970.00
2.9 Pressure Gauge 4 ea. $500 $2,000.00
2.10 50mm vacuum valve c/w manhole 2 ea. $9,000 $18,000.00
2.11 Air/vacuum valve 2 ea. $1,000 $2,000.00
2.12 450mm sch.10 SS pipe 21 m. $2,000 $42,000.00
2.13 450mm butterfly valve 3 ea. $5,250 $15,750.00
2.14 300mm check valve 2 ea. $5,550 $11,100.00
2.15 300mm sch.10 SS pipe 18 m. $1,500 $27,000.00
2.16 300mm butterfly valve 3 ea. $3,600 $10,800.00
2.17 Chlorine residual analyzer 1 ea. $9,000 $9,000.00
2.18 Electrical Installation Labour and Material Complete 1 ea. $86,190 $86,190.00
2.19 Supply of MCC 1 ea. $68,310 $68,310.00
2.20 Supply of Genset 1 ea. $90,000 $90,000.00
2.21 Supply of HVAC Fans, Louvers, Dampers, Heaters 1 ea. $7,659.60 $7,659.60
2.22 Supply Lighting 1 ea. $690 $690.00
2.23 Supply PLC 1 ea. $20,700 $20,700.00
2.24 Supply Instrumentation 1 ea. $11,040 $11,040.00
2.25 Programming 1 ea. $13,824 $13,824.00
2.26 Electrical Service 1 ea. $20,000 $20,000.00

$2,490,533.60
$652,000.00

$3,143,000.00
3 Optional Work

3.1 600mm butterfly valve (buried service) 8 ea. $11,000 $88,000.00
3.2 150HP Horizontal Split Case Pump (275L/s @ 33 m) 1 ea. $40,485 $40,485.00
3.3 450mm butterfly valve (buried service) 2 ea. $7,000 $14,000.00
3.4 Fire hydrant 1 ea. $5,000 $5,000.00
3.5 300mm check valve 1 ea. $5,550 $5,550.00
3.6 Rock excavation (if required) 600 cu.m $100 $60,000.00

$213,000.00
$3,356,000.00

Pre-Design Cost Estimate for Peachland Creek Pump Station and Reservoir

Total  (Pump Station, Reservoir and Optional Work)
Subtotal

Option 2 - Separate Pump Station

Subtotal
Contingency and Engineering Allowance

Rounded Total (not including optional work)
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Peachland (Deep) Creek Reservoir and Pump Station
Preliminary Design Report

0655.0158.02 / September 2011

District of Peachland

APPENDIX F
Geotechnical Report
































































